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Sarah Billington is an Australian writer and editor who likes 

to write stories with love, laughs, suspense and zombies. 

Sometimes all in the same story. Her favourite thing to write 

about are those horrendously awkward moments that come 

with being a teenager. Or a human being.  
 

She loves a variety of random things, which include Swing 

Dancing, Ice Hockey, Roller Derby and is a bit obsessive 

about paranormal investigation shows and channel E!.  
 

 

‘Life Was Cool until You Got Popular will strike a chord with readers of all ages, not just the tweens. For 
readers of Naylor's Alice books, Rennison's Georgia Nicholson books, or Myracle's The Fashion Disaster 
That Changed My Life, they too will enjoy this novel.’ - Goodreads reviewer 

Thirteen-year-old Kaley’s best friend Jules is an alien clone. That has to be it. Because Jules wouldn’t dress like 
that or act like that…and she definitely wouldn’t be friends with Meg-a-bitch. 
 

Kaley can't wait to start at her new school with her best friend Jules. Jules was away in Europe all summer 
(worst summer of Kaley's life!) But it's cool, now school is starting and everything is going to be awesome. 
However as the school bus pulls up on that first day, Kaley barely recognizes the silky hair and glossy lips as 
Jules gets off with the cool kids and with their arch-nemesis Meg, the popular girl (God only knows why) who 
made Kaley and Jules's lives miserable in elementary school. In Europe, Meg had somehow won over Kaley's 
best friend and Kaley finds herself frozen out. 
 

LIFE WAS COOL UNTIL YOU GOT POPULAR is a first person junior fiction told through Kaley’s eyes, chronicling 
the initial pain and incomprehension of what happened to destroy their friendship. But that doesn't last long. 
Kaley decides that underneath the bleached blond clone with the personality transplant, Jules is still in there. 
Somewhere. And she is going to get her best friend back!  

SARAH BILLINGTON IS A LOCAL AUTHOR AND IS AVAILABLE FOR EVENTS AND TO RUN WRITING AND PUBLISHING WORKSHOPS. 
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